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A

t your next Board or leadership meeting ask your
management team the Critical Few questions: 1)
What are the top three client needs? 2) What are
the company’s top three points of differentiation (how
much better are you than your competition)? and 3) How
do these tie to 2010 operating
Management
priorities and 2010 sales and
teams better
marketing efforts?
have a handle on
the Critical
Few…

The Critical Few drive market share
growth -- a clear picture of customer needs (“needs”) and
competitive differentiation (“differentiation”) to drive
strategic priorities (“priorities”) and sales messages
(“messaging”). When only 20% of all company growth
comes from hard won market share increases vs. 80%
from M&A and market sector growth -- management
teams better have a good handle on the Critical Few.
Reports showing needs and differentiation tell us what to
focus on but not how to execute -- these reports make
good door-stops and pot-plant stands. However, using
needs and differentiation together to drive priorities and
messaging separates the home runs from the also-rans.
Priorities and messaging that are at the intersection of
highly differentiated but low need we call “Dangerously
Irrelevant.” Companies regularly fall in love with their
own priorities and messaging that, “Will give us such an
advantage over the competition.” Costs can be avoided,
resources reallocated and sales/marketing messaging must
be refocused. "Must Haves" are low on differentiation
and high on need. At a minimum, 2010 operating
priorities and sales and marketing messaging must
address these. "Need Nots" are low on differentiation and
low on need. Every company has one or two initiatives
here -- weed them out. "Home Runs" is being able to
differentiate on customers' most important needs. Focus
2010 operating priorities and sales and marketing
messaging here, once the “Must Haves” are covered.
Allexian’s Partners have helped mid-cap and small
companies grow profitability, both at the top line and
through increased market share, by gathering, analyzing
and honing customer needs and points of differentiation.
Next is to work with management to drive strategic
priorities and sales messaging using needs and
differentiation.
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here are three entry points for investment in the
wound care market within long term care. These
entry points are: (i) product supply companies
(durables, pharma, dressings), including
manufacturers and distributors; (ii) wound care device
companies, including the profitable rental market; and
(iii) wound care clinical service companies, usually
physician driven with a strong podiatric component.
The market size is over $20 billion, with wound care
being 2nd only to patients rights as regulated by the
Department of Health…wound care is a significant
quality of care indicator. Pressure and venous ulcers
occur in up to 25% of Nursing Home residents.
Reimbursement is varied, with a predominance of
Medicaid (the physician component), Medicare and direct
reimbursement from the nursing facility, which may carry
an inherent risk. The National Pressure Ulcer Advisory
Panel stages wounds into four categories: Stage 1: Intact
skin with non-blanchable redness of a localized area
usually over a bony prominence. Stage 2: Partial
thickness loss of dermis presenting as a shallow open
ulcer with a red pink wound bed, without slough. Stage 3:
Full thickness tissue loss. Stage 4: Full thickness tissue
loss with exposed bone, tendon or muscle. The relevance
is that reimbursement is paid against a certain wound
stage.
An acquisition of a sizeable platform at any of these
entry points allows you to leverage the acquired
company’s client base by adding complementary
products, devices and
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